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We present a semiclassical approach to eigenfunction statistics in chaotic and weakly disordered
quantum systems which goes beyond random matrix theory, supersymmetry techniques, and existing
semiclassical methods. The approach is based on a generalization of Berry’s random wave model,
combined with a consistent semiclassical representation of spatial two-point correlations. We derive
closed expressions for arbitrary wave-function averages in terms of universal coefficients and sums over
classical paths, which contain, besides the supersymmetry results, novel oscillatory contributions. Their
physical relevance is demonstrated in the context of Coulomb blockade physics.
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Since Chladni’s famous experiments on vibrating plates
precisely two centuries ago, the morphology of eigenfunc-
tions in wave (mechanical) systems has aroused curiosity
[1]. In particular, the statistical description of eigenfunc-
tions in quantum (or wave) systems with diffusive or
chaotic classical (or ray) dynamics has been an intensive
research field for more than 20 years [2]. Besides the pure
academic interest, the study of the spatial properties and
the morphology of irregular eigenfunctions provides spe-
cific theoretical input for experimentally relevant quanti-
ties in a wide range of disciplines [1] including optics,
acoustics, oceanography [3], quantum chaos, and meso-
scopic condensed matter [4,5]. In the latter, for instance,
the conductance of quantum dots is affected by spatial
wave function correlations [6].

In the semiclassical limit [7], characterized by typical
classical actions Scl much larger than Planck’s constant,
i.e., @eff � @=Scl � 1, statistical measures for the spatial
structure of eigenfunctions can be deduced from purely
classical quantities, though in a highly nontrivial way. The
most spectacular example of such a connection is embod-
ied in Berry’s random wave model (RWM) [8]: eigenfunc-
tions of classically chaotic systems possess the same
statistical properties as Gaussian random fields with a
universal spatial two-point correlation function [9].

More recently, deviations from universality have moved
into the focus of research. A theory beyond the universal
results of the RWM has been rigorously derived for dis-
ordered systems by an exact mapping of the quantum
problem onto a supersymmetric field theory, the nonlinear
sigma model [5]. Semiclassical in spirit, it expresses all
results in terms of the classical diffusion propagator, and its
success has motivated efforts to extend such methods to
clean chaotic systems. Results of such (still conjectured)
ballistic sigma models (B�M) [5,10] are obtained by re-
placing the diffusion propagator for the disordered, metal-
lic regime by a suitable ballistic counterpart.

While deviations from universality in the supersymme-
try approach have been usually taken as an indication of
non-Gaussian statistics [11], a central result of this Letter is
that such deviations in both clean and disordered systems
in the metallic regime are actually perfectly consistent with
local Gaussian statistics. Employing simple Gaussian in-
tegrations, we provide closed expressions for general wave
function averages for chaotic systems in the semiclassical
regime in terms of universal coefficients and sums over
classical paths. We demonstrate that an arbitrary average
contains, besides the universal (RWM) result, a system-
dependent contribution (e.g., from confinement) composed
of a smooth (diagonal) and an oscillatory part. We resolve
the apparent contradiction to the supersymmetry tech-
niques by showing how the results of the B�M beyond
universality are retained from our results by neglecting all
oscillatory contributions. This finding for chaotic dynam-
ics is used to extend our method to the metallic regime of
disordered systems, predicting, e.g., nonuniversal features
for Coulomb blockade conductance peak statistics.

Defining statistical averages.—We consider (correla-
tion) functions F� ~ � � F� �~r1�; . . . ;  �~rf�� depending on
the values of a wave function  at f different positions.
Upon varying the index n of eigenfunctions  n, F� ~ n� will
exhibit fluctuations. Its spectral average at energy e (in-
dicated by calligraphic letters) is naturally defined as

 F � ��1
� �e�

X
n

w��e� en�F� ~ n� (1)

by means of the window function w��x� with center at x �
0 and width �. The normalization ���e� �

P
nw��e� en�

is the density of states smoothed by w�. Any approach to
eigenfunction statistics aims at calculating F without
complete knowledge of the exact eigenfunctions.

We achieve this through a Gaussian statistical assump-
tion by representing F by means of a covariance matrix.
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Then a semiclassical approach is used by expressing the
covariance matrix as a sum over classical interfering paths
and by further expansions in powers of @eff .

Local Gaussian conjecture.—The position-dependent
(local) Gaussian average of F is equivalently given by

 F G �
Z
F� ~ �

e��1=2� ~ �R�1 ~ �����������������������
�2��f detR

p d ~ ; (2)

 �
Z

�F� ~��
e��1=2� ~��R ~�������������
�2��f

p d ~�: (3)

Here �F� ~�� is the Fourier transform of F� ~ � and R�e� � R
is the position-dependent covariance matrix defined
through spatial two-point correlations as entries:

 Ri;j � ��1
� �e�

X
n

w��e� en� n� ~ri� n� ~rj�: (4)

The local Gaussian conjecture states that eigenfunctions of
a classically chaotic system behave locally like Gaussian
random fields, i.e., F � F G. This corresponds to trans-
forming the discrete average over eigenstates in Eq. (1)
into a continuous one over all possible states with a
Gaussian distribution uniquely fixed by the system-
dependent covariance matrix. This form of the conjecture
is a natural generalization of ideas in Refs. [8,9,12]. It
encodes all effects beyond universality into R while keep-
ing all the advantages of Gaussian averaging.

Semiclassical covariance matrix.—According to quan-
tum ergodicity, Ri;j ! �i;j=A�e� as @eff ! 0 [8] for two-
dimensional systems where A�e� is the classically allowed
area at energy e. In the semiclassical regime, quantum
fluctuations appear as oscillations around this classical
background. To make this separation explicit, we express
numerator and denominator of Ri;j through the semiclas-
sical Green function. We obtain [12]

 Ri;j �
1

A�e�

�i;j � ~Ri;j
1� ~���e�

; (5)

where

 

~R i;j � ��i;j � J0�k�e�j~ri � ~rjj�

�

����������
2@

m2�

s X
�i;j

�w1=�

�T�i;j
@

�
jD�i;j j

1=2 cos
�S�i;j

@

�
(6)

is a sum over classical paths joining ~ri with ~rj at fixed
energy e. In Eq. (5), ~���e� �

R
~Ri;id~ri is the oscillatory

part of the density of states (in units of the inverse mean
level spacing). It is semiclassically expressed through the
Gutzwiller trace formula [7]. The Bessel function J0 with

k�e� �
�������������������������������������������������
2m	e� V�� ~ri � ~rj�=2�


q
=@ is well approximated

(in billiards it is exact) by the contribution from the unique
direct trajectory between ~ri and ~rj. The sum in Eq. (6) is
taken over all nondirect paths �i;j with actions
S�i;j�~ri; ~rj; e� �

R
�i;j

~p � d~r and prefactors D�i;j which in-

clude the stability and topology of each path [7]. The

Fourier transform �w1=� of the window function suppresses
contributions from orbits with traversal time T�i;j �
@S�i;j=@e larger than the characteristic time @=�.

Semiclassical expansion.— ~Ri;j and ~��e� are oscillatory
functions of position and energy with amplitudes scaling as
@

1=2
eff and @eff , respectively. Hence we can expand the co-

variance matrix elements in Eq. (5): Ri;j � A�e��1	�i;j �
~Ri;j � �i;j~���e�
. This form allows, after inclusion into
Eq. (3), for a consistent expansion of F in @eff up to second
order in ~R and first order in ~�: We find, neglecting terms of
order @3=2

eff ,
 

F �
Z

�F� ~��
e�� ~�� ~�=2A�e��

�2��f=2

�

�
1�

~� � � ~R� ~���e�� ~�
2A�e�

�
� ~� � ~R ~��2

8A�e�2

�
d ~�

� F �0� �F �R1� �F ��� �F �R2�: (7)

As an example, for the intensity distribution It�~ri� � ��t�
A�e� �~ri�2� we easily obtain

 I t�~ri� �
e��t=2���������

2�t
p

�
1�

~Ri;i � ~��
2

H2

� ���
t
2

r �
�

~R2
i;i

8
H4

� ���
t
2

r ��
(8)

with Hn�x� the nth Hermite polynomial.
We note that the terms F �R1� and F ��� in Eq. (7) (in-

cluding corrections up to order @
1=2
eff and @eff) are purely

oscillatory in energy, in view of Eq. (6) and the Gutzwiller
trace formula. They represent general expressions for
boundary-affected nonuniversal contributions (one main
result of this Letter) and will be further addressed below
in the context of Coulomb blockade.

For energy windows larger than �Th � @=�Th, with �Th

the time of flight through the system, i.e., the ballistic
Thouless time, all contributions to ~Ri;j beyond the direct-
path term are damped out, and ~�Th�e� � 0. In this universal
regime the RWM predictions are consistent with random
matrix theory (RMT). They are obtained from F �0� and
from F �R1� by inserting the direct-path contribution to ~Ri;j
[first line in Eq. (6)] into Eq. (7). The Gaussian and sigma-
model results coincide at this universal level [11,13].
However, the term F �R2� in Eq. (7) contains an additional
important smooth contribution as we will discuss below.

Diagonal approximation and sigma model.—For energy
windows smaller than �Th, system-dependent deviations
appear, i.e., F � F RWM �F SYS, as soon as longer paths
affected by the confinement contribute. In our Gaussian
approach deviations FG;SYS from universality are obtained
by including the nondirect contributions to ~Ri;j [second
line of Eq. (6)] into Eq. (7). Hence FG;SYS consists of
coherent single and double sums over nondirect classical
paths of increasing length. Deviations F �;SYS from univer-
sality in the B�M are, on the contrary, expressed through a
purely classical object, the ballistic propagator [11], and it
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is by no means clear whether the two approaches for F SYS

are consistent.
As a first application of our approach, we address this

fundamental issue. The ballistic propagator �ball
i;j �w� is

constructed by projecting the resolvent of the classical
Liouville equation, fH� ~r; ~p�; �g � iw� (where f� � �g is
the Poisson brackets), onto configuration space at energy
e � p2=2m (focusing for simplicity on billiard systems).
To compare the local Gaussian and sigma-model ap-
proaches we express �ball

i;j �w� through a sum over paths
of finite length [14], �ball

i;j �w���dir
i;j �w��

P
�i;jD�i;je

iwT�i;j ,
where the term �dir

i;j from direct paths (set to zero when
~ri � ~rj) contains Ddir

i;j � m2=pj ~ri � ~rjj and Tdir
i;j �

mj~ri � ~rjj=p. The related energy-averaged version reads

 

~� ball
i;j �w� � �dir

i;j �w� �
X
�i;j

D�i;j �w2
1=��T�i;j=@�e

iwT�i;j : (9)

Clearly ~�ball
i;j �w� ! �ball

i;j �w� for �� �Th.
Consider the contribution F �R2�, Eq. (7), to F , Eq. (2),

explicitly given by F �R2� �
P
i;j;k;lF

k;l
i;j

~Ri;j ~Rk;l. The univer-
sal coefficients (using @k;li;j � @4=@ i@ j@ k@ l)

 F k;l
i;j �

�
A�e�
2�

�
f=2 Z

F� ~ �@k;li;je
�	A�e�=2
 ~ � ~ d ~ (10)

depend only on A�e�. In view of Eq. (6), the nonuniversal
part of ~Ri;j ~Rk;l is a double sum over terms with phases
	S�i;j�e� � S�k;l�e�
=@. For �i; j� � �k; l� they cancel and
yield the nonoscillatory, so-called diagonal part

 	 ~Ri;j ~Ri;j

SYS
diag �

2@

m2�

X
�i;j

D�i;j �w2
1=��T�i;j=@�: (11)

Comparing Eqs. (9) and (11) shows that the smooth con-
tribution to any average beyond the universal RWM is

 F SYS
diag �

2@

m2�

X
i;j

F i;j
i;j	

~�ball
i;j �0� ��dir

i;j �0�
: (12)

To our knowledge, no general expression such as
Eq. (12) has been derived within the B�M; however,
explicit calculations of F i;j

i;j show agreement with the
various specific B�M results available (moments of a
wave function, distribution of intensities, two-energies
four-point correlations [5], and two-point intensity distri-
butions [15]). This implies that to leading order in the
deviation from universality, the B�M corresponds to a
Gaussian theory in diagonal approximation.

To give two examples, Eqs. (10) and (12) yield for
the smooth part of the intensity distribution (8),
	exp��t=2�=

��������
2�t
p


f1�	@=�2�m2�
H4�
�������
t=2

p
� ~�ball

i;i �0�g and
�2q� 1�!!f1� 	@q�q� 1�=�4�m2�
 ~�ball

i;i �0�g for its mo-
ments Iq�~ri� � A�e�q 2q� ~ri�, in agreement with supersym-
metry [16].

Here several remarks are due: (i) Most importantly, our
method provides also the general leading-order deviation

from universality for the body of averages in disordered
systems in the metallic regime by simply replacing
~�ball
i;j �w� by the diffusive propagator; (ii) there is not a

single chaotic system where the exact ballistic propagator
is known; hence the use of few classical paths to construct
the smoothed version (9) renders the Gaussian theory
better accessible for practical calculations; (iii) the
direct-path contribution, known to be counted twice as an
artifact of sigma-model calculations [11], is correctly in-
corporated in the present approach [the diagonal part be-
yond the RWM is given by ~�ball

i;j �w� � ~�dir
i;j �w� instead of

~�ball
i;j �w� as in the B�M]; (iv) our results can be generalized

for broken time-reversal symmetry by taking ~ in Eq. (2)
as a complex vector and substituting  n�~rj� by its complex
conjugate in Eq. (4); our results further include the case of
smooth potentials; (v) statistics involving different eigen-
functions at energies en, em are treated by considering
them as independent Gaussian fields and by expressing
the results in terms of ~�ball

i;j 	w � �en � em�=@
.
Statistics and oscillations of Coulomb blockade conduc-

tance peaks.—As a further application of our approach we
consider transport through a quantum dot weakly coupled
to two leads. In this Coulomb blockade (CB) regime,
characterized by the mean resonance width ��� kBT �
�, transport is mediated by resonant tunneling with related
distinct conductance peaks. These CB peaks and fluctua-
tions in their heights have been prominent objects of ex-
periments [17]. The universal contribution to the conduc-
tance peak height distribution, derived in RMT [18] for
one-channel leads, was extended to the multichannel case
for ballistic quantum dots using the RWM [19] and for
disordered systems using the sigma model [20].

We use our method to obtain nonuniversal effects in
disordered quantum dots by first calculating the diagonal
contribution to the conductance distribution in ballistic
systems, and then substituting

 

@

4�m2
�ball
i;j !

�i;j
�g0

ln
L
l

(13)

for a system of size L, white-noise disorder with mean free
path l, and dimensionless conductance g0.

In proceeding along these lines we consider two leads
supporting one channel each, connected to the quantum dot
at positions ~r1 and ~r2 with coupling strength �; general-
izations to more channels are straight forward. The height
of the nth conductance peak is given by Gn � �2e2=h��
����=��kBT�gn (see Refs. [18,19]), where

 gn � A
 2
n�~r1� 

2
n�~r2�

 2
n� ~r1� �  2

n� ~r2�
(14)

fluctuates with n. Assuming that no direct-path connects
the leads, the conductance distribution has the form

 P�g� � PRMT�g� � PSYS
diag �g� � oscillatory terms: (15)

Here, the universal contribution is
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PRMT�g� �
1

�

Z
�
�
g� 2

 2
1 

2
2

 2
1 �  

2
2

�
e�� 

2
1� 

2
2�d 1d 2

�
exp��g=2����������

2�g
p ; (16)

and the nonuniversal part reads, following Eq. (12),

 PSYS
diag �g� �

2@

m2�

X2

i�1

X2

j�1

Pi;j�g��
ball
i;j �0�; (17)

with universal factors Pi;j�g� obtained from Eq. (10) as
 

Pi;j�g� �
A2

4�

Z
�
�
g� 2

 2
1 

2
2

 2
1 �  

2
2

�
e�� 

2
1� 

2
2�

� 	H2� 1�H2� 2��1� �i;j�

�H4� 1��i;j
d 1d 2: (18)

Equation (18) can be evaluated in closed form, and we find

 P�g� � PRMT�g�
�

1� �2g2 � 9g� 3�
ln�L=l�
�g0

�
(19)

using Eq. (13). As summarized in Fig. 1, we find strong
deviations from universality, even for very small values of
the small parameter �1=�g0� ln�L=l�.

Finally, we comment on the role of the oscillatory con-
tributions to Eq. (7) in the context of CB. The leading-order
oscillatory contribution, F �R1�, to the conductance in clean
systems, proportional to ~Ri;j, gives rise to well-defined
peaks in the power spectra of the average conductance as
a function of the wave number. As shown in Ref. [21], the
peaks are located at the lengths L� of the shortest classical
paths � starting and ending at the leads, in perfect agree-
ment with our results. The second-order oscillatory con-
tribution, F �R2�, predicted here for the first time, implies
also the existence of peaks located at L� � L�0 , providing
an explanation of the numerical observations of Ref. [21].

To summarize, we developed a local Gaussian approach
for eigenfunction statistics to derive general expressions
for both smooth and oscillatory effects beyond the univer-
sal RWM. Smooth contributions are shown to include
existing results of the sigma model for both the ballistic

and diffusive regime, illuminating the connection between
the two methods beyond universality. We derived the con-
ductance peak height distribution in disordered quantum
dots, and found novel oscillatory contributions for the
ballistic case, neglected both by the sigma model and
previous semiclassical approaches, which mark further
major deviations from universality.
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FIG. 1. Normalized Coulomb blockade conductance peak
height distribution P�g�=PRMT�g� for a disordered quantum dot
[Eq. (19)]. Deviations from universality (squares) are depicted
for values 0.12 (plus symbol), 0.06 (times symbol), and 0.03
(asterisk symbol) of the small parameter �1=�g0� ln�L=l�.
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